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Rough Haw North 
 
Climbs - 15 
Altitude 300m 
Faces  North 
 
Other condition info:  
A north facing venue giving a varied collection of problems and potential for more, some of 

which are listed. The rock is dirty and mostly unloved but cleans up nicely. Half The World 

Away is obviously a major addition to the area but some of the other problems deserve 

attention. Take a good stiff brush and wait for a spell of good weather with perhaps a NW 

through to NE breeze to dry things up 

Parking and approach info:  

 
 
Park sensibly in Flasby and follow the bridleway up to Rough Haw. The boulders described 
here are on the north facing side. 
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Climbs 
1. Hee Haw  6a The blunt rib is nice enough when clean. 
 
2. Born Of Frustration 6c 
The shallow corner gives a very awkward little teaser. Start sitting with hands in the 
break and a foot jam and slap up the undercuts and the lip to get to a ‘boss’ up and 
right to finish. 
 
3 Cave Project ?? The right arête of the cave from sharp pockets to a sloper at 
the apex and an airy mantel is a project. Could maybe be started at the back of the 
cave? 
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4 Big Sidewall ?? 
The sidewall/arete left of Half The World Away would give a good highball, big holds 
high up but hard to get going (cheat stone???). Take a rope to clean! 
 
5 Half The World Away 7b+  
The big line up into the hanging scoop. Use a cheat stone to get the first holds or do 
a very groveling heave on. Scoot right on small sloping crimps and attempt to get 
established in the scoop above the little roof. Would be very hard without a 6 foot 
plus wingspan. 
https://vimeo.com/213719814 
 

 
 
6 Left Arete ?? Not done by me but looks 6a/b ish. 
 
7 Flasby Flake 4+ Absolutely superb. Good crimp on top to help pull over. Sit 
start. 
8 Rough Edge 7a Looks easy but isn’t. From a sitter gain the sloper on the arête 
and somehow gain a small positive pocket just below the top and a scrittly mantel to 
finish. 
  

https://vimeo.com/213719814
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9 Round to the right is a rounded flake that may have been done before and then up 
and right 10m is a big slabby pebbly boulder with several possibilities. 
 

 
10 Big Tower ?? The direct line up the right side of the tower is a good 
potential project. From a good undercut a stretch round the first roof to slopers 
could give access to high but easier climbing up the tower. 
 
11 Compression Project ?? A sit start up the prow may be possible using the 
vein for the right hand?? 
 
12 Flasby Ripple 4- Wow what a feature! Just has to be climbed. Follow it 
rightwards over the smaller boulder or go direct, a bit harder but safer. 
 

 
50m NE of Flasby Ripple on edge of level area of the moor is the Gung Haw Boulder. 
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13 Crack Haw 6b From a sitter climb the crack feature to an awkward mantel to 
gain the top. 
 
14 Gung Haw 6c+ An awesome right to left rising line. Start on good jugs in the 
break and use the crack to gain the sloping crimp rail. Blast up for the shallow 
pocket and so to the top. 
 
15 Mono Roof Project ?? 
Start at the back of the roof and use the perfect mono on the lip to gain the crimp 
rail and finish as for Gung Haw. 
 
 


